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This song is SUPER HARD but worth it! ( *symbol - with the bass of)

C#sus4(*A)
Four scene of lover and laughter
C#sus4(*B)
I ll be alright being alone
Eadd9(*G#)
Four scene of lover and laughter
Bsus4(*C#
I ll be alright being alone
C#sus4(*A)
Four scene of lover and laughter
C#sus4(*B)
I ll be alright being alone
Eadd9(*G#)
Four scene of lover and laughter
A  B    C#m  D#m
I  will  be  o-  
C#sus4(*A)   C#sus4(*B)  Eadd9(*G#) Bsus4(*C#)     
K Aishi aeba wakare yuku sonna deai kurikaeshita
C#sus4(*A)   C#sus4(*B)  Eadd9(*G#)   A  B C#m  D#m
Kioku fukaku tesaguri de amai kage wo mo to me te 
G                  Cm9    
Wa I can taste the sweetness of the past
        G           Cm9
Doko ni mo anata wa inai kedo
           G                Cm9    
I ll be al-right me wo tsubureba soko ni
      G(*B)          G
Kawaranai ai wo i be-lieve
        A7sus4(*C)        D7         Gadd9
Haru no hikari atsumetara hana sakasete
         A7sus4(*C)  D7     Gadd9
Natsu wa tsuki ukabu umi de mitsumete
       A7sus4(*C)           D7         Gadd9   A7sus4
Aki no kaze fuyu no yuki mo sono toiki de atatamete hoshii
     Am                    D7       G
Four seasons with your love mouichi-do

(Then repeat)
Negai dake no yakusoku wa toki ga tate ba iroaseru
Can you feel me underneath the skin?
Anna ni kasaneta omoi nara
We ll be alright shinjite ireba sou
Donna tooku temo stay with me



 
Haru no hana nemuru yoru ni mukae ni kite
Natsu no sunahama ni message nokoshite
Aki no ame fuyu no namida kazaranu ai de atatamete hoshii
Four seasons with your love yume no naka
 
Nagareru toki wo kokoro ni arinomama ni
Futari no hibi wa mousugu omoide
Ai mo yume mo wasuremono itsu no hi demo atatamete hoshii
Four seasons with your love mune no oku
 
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene i ll be alright
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene stay with me...
 
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene i ll be alright
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene stay with me...

Four scene four four seasons
Four scene i ll be alright
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene stay with me...
 
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene i ll be alright
Four scene four four seasons
Four scene stay with me...

Great song but correct chords just KEEP PRACTICING I LOVE PLAYING TIS SONG AND
YOU WILL TOO!


